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the size of the ideal boundary of R and gives a generalization of Schiffer's span for planar domains; in particular, it vanishes if and only if R belongs to the class 0 AD. On the other hand, any holomorphic differential on R with distinguished imaginary part produces in a canonical manner a compact continuation of (R,{A,B}). Such a compact continuation is referred to as a hydrodynamic continuation of (R, {A, B} ). The boundary of M parametrizes in a natural way the space of hydrodynamic continuations; i.e., the hydrodynamic continuations have extremal properties.
Introduction. A Riemann surface
Ro is called a continuation (or prolongation, extension) of another Riemann surface R, if there exists a conformal injection of R into Ro. See Bochner [3] and Sario-Oikawa [22] , for example. We are specifically interested in the case where R is an open Riemann surface of finite genus and Ro is a closed Riemann surface of the same genus. The existence of such Ro (for a given R) is a classical result, and the totality of those Ro's for a fixed R is also studied by many authors in the framework of Teichmiiller space theory. Cf. Heins [9] , Ioffe [11, 12] , Oikawa [15, 16] , Renggli [19] , and Timmann [31] .
In the present paper we shall restrict ourselves, as in [9] , only to the case of genus one. Then, we obtain a refinement of Heins' result; we give a complete description of the moduli set of compact continuations of a fixed open Riemann surface of genus one. (In [9] Heins considered the moduli space rather than the Teichmiiller space. But here we are concerned with the latter.)
To explain our results, let R be an open Riemann surface of genus one with a fixed canonical homology basis {A, B} modulo dividing cycles (cf. [2] ). ( We may assume that An B consists of a single point.) The system {A, B} is also a set of generators for the fundamental group of the Ken3kjart6-Stoi1ow compactification of R (cf. [20] ). Hence, following the standard terminology for compact surfaces, we shall call the pair (R, {A, B}) a marked open Riemann surface.
By a marked realization of (R, {A, B}) we mean a triple (T, {AT, BT }, i), where (T, {AT, B T }) is a marked torus in the ordinary sense and i is a conformal embedding of R into T with i(A) and i(B) homotopic respectively to AT and BT. Two marked realizations (T, {AT, B T }, i) and (T', {AT" B T,}, i') are said to be equivalent if i' 0 i-1 extends to a conformal mapping of Tonto T'. Each In the proof of (I)-(IV), our preceding results [26, 27] will be very useful. Similar results had been obtained by Grotzsch [6] . Our method is completely different from his, however.
Preliminaries.
1.1. Along the line of Riemann, Klein and Hilbert, the class of single-valued meromorphic functions which describe stationary dipole flows of an ideal fluid on a planar surface has played an important role in the theory of conformal mapping.
Each function in this class is referred to as a "Stromungsfunktion" (see [10] ) or, for short, an "S-function" [26] . In fluid dynamics it is usually called a complex velocity potential. Such a function furnishes a one-to-one conformal mapping of the surface considered onto a so-called (extremal) parallel slit region. ( In [26, 27] , we have been concerned with a generalized "Stromungsfunktion"; it describes a general multipole stationary flow on a surface of positive finite genus and is not necessarily single-valued. Indeed, the important thing for physical phenomena is the (single-valued) derivative with respect to any fixed local parametermore precisely the differential-rather than the (multiple-valued) complex velocity potential itself. Even if the complex velocity potential is not single-valued, it still determines a uniform ("einformig" in the sense of Klein) flow on the surface. Therefore, in the present paper too, we shall understand the term "S-function" in this wider sense. Now we shall give a formal definition of an S-function in a modern terminology. 
exists a conformal injection i of R into a torus T such that the transplant of d<I> by i-I extends to a holomorphic differential on T. If J. is another conformal injection of R into a torus S such that the transplant of d<I> by j-l extends to a holomorphic differential on S, then there is a conformal mapping f ofT ontoS withfoi=J· (onR).
Now, fix a canonical homology basis {A, B} of R modulo dividing cycles. Since equivalent marked realizations obviously define the same point in the Teichmiiller space of genus one and so have the same modulus, we can speak of the modulus of a compact continuation. We set T
[T, {AT, BT }, i] = T(T, {AT, BT }) for [T,{AT,BT},i] E C(R,{A,B}) and denote by M(R,{A,B}) the set of those

T[T, {AT, BT }, iJ, [T, {AT, BT }, i] E C(R, {A, B}).
In [9] Heins proved that M(R, {A, B}) is a compact set. One of our aims is to prove that it is a closed disk in the upper half plane.
As we shall see later, for each t E (-1 This lemma was established in [25] . The following lemma is a generalization of the famous bilinear relation due to Legendre and Riemann. For the proof, see [25] .
LEMMA 2. Let ¢, 'IjJ be holomorphic differentials on R whose imaginary parts are both distinguished. Then
The same holds for holomorphic differentials ¢, ' IjJ whose real parts are both distinguished.
From the above lemma easily follows the next lemma. (i) a~ = b~, and Because b~ = a~ by Lemma 3, it follows immediately that
is nonnegative. 0 The differentials ¢~ and ¢{! form a basis (over reals) for the space of holomorphic differentials on R with distinguished real parts (cf. [25] ). Therefore there are two real numbers ~,'rJ such that ie--!7rit¢t = ~¢~ + 'rJ¢~.
Comparing the A-period of both sides, we have
Hence, the B-period Tt of ¢t is equal to . 1
' rJ = sm 2 1ft .
Since p(R) is nonnegative by Proposition 1, we know that 
-1 < t ~ 1.
Extremal property of hydrodynamic continuations.
5.1. Now we shall sharpen Theorems 2 and 3 as follows. It follows immediately from inequality (*) that the pull-back of the normal holo- 
Then
(1) hcos ~7rt 1>0 + iksin ~7rt 1>1 = Re 17ris 1>-s, and
To prove (1) we set ¢ := hcos ~7rt 1>0 + iksin ~7rt 1>1. Then we know 1m ¢ = 0 along 8R and furthermore fA ¢ = e 17ris . These two conditions characterize the differential Re 17ris 1>-s (see Lemma 4) , so that assertion (1) follows.
Assertion (2) is an easy consequence of (1) It follows that any point on the vertical diameter of the disk {IT -T*I :::; p(R)} is the modulus of a compact continuation of (R, {A, B}).
The same reasoning as above clearly applies to any pair <Pt and <Pt+!, -1 < t < O.
Hence we have proved PROPOSITION 3. [14] and Oikawa [16] . Cf. also [ is defined as ao -al [24] , which is known to be real. Next, we observe that s(G, s") is also represented as Re {-2 1 . r it dfo} = lim Re {-2 1 . r it dfo } , Other generalizations of Schiffer's span are also known; see Rodin-Sario [21] and Sario-Oikawa [22] , for example. However, they are closely related to the degeneration of H D-or K D-functions rather than AD-functions. Also they usually depend on the reference point used and the choice of local parameter about that point, while our span (J(R) needs no reference point.
